We present a new lattice kinetic method to simulate°uid dynamics in curvilinear geometries and curved spaces. A suitable discrete Boltzmann equation is solved in contravariant coordinates, and the equilibrium distribution function is obtained by a Hermite polynomials expansion of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, expressed in terms of the contravariant coordinates and the metric tensor. To validate the model, we calculate the critical Reynolds number for the onset of the Taylor-Couette instability between two concentric cylinders, obtaining excellent agreement with the theory. In order to extend this study to more general geometries, we also calculate the critical Reynolds number for the case of two concentric spheres,¯nding good agreement with experimental data, and the case of two concentric tori, where we have found that it is around 10% larger than the respective values for the two concentric cylinders.
Introduction
Many situations of physical interest imply°uids moving in curved spaces, such as atmospheric°ow, 1°o ws in curved soap¯lms, 2 plasma°ow in the solar photosphere, and plasma fusion, 4 among others. However, up to now, the study of such systems has been limited to relatively simple geometries, because once the curved space becomes more complicated, the use of one common underlying coordinate system (e.g. cartesian, spherical, or cylindrical) requires prohibitive computational resources and a poor approximation of the spatial curvature and the boundary conditions.
One consequence of the motion of°uids in curved spaces are centrifugal instabilities, like Taylor-Couette, which have been extensively studied for the case of two concentric rotating cylinders 5, 6 and also for the case of two concentric rotating spheres. 7 However, the exploration of these instabilities in more general geometries has been limited by the fact that it is not easy to implement an e±cient numerical method allowing for arbitrary curvatures.
In the last decade, the use of lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods to solve the minimal Boltzmann kinetic equation, rather than discretizing and solving directly the equations of continuum°uid mechanics, has attracted considerable interest as an alternative to simulate°uid dynamics, 8, 9 including relativistic°ows, [10] [11] [12] due to its e±ciency and accuracy. However, to date, the overwhelming majority of LB applications are directed toward classical°uids in Cartesian coordinates, using cubic cells to discretize the spatial and velocity coordinates, thereby limiting the use of LB models to°uid dynamics in°at spaces.
Recently, a number of approaches adapt the LB method to general geometries have been developed. Halliday et al. 13 and Niu et al.
14 adapted the LB model to cylindrical coordinates, and Klales et al. 15 proposed a model in two dimensions introducing an adaptive geometry, which consists of changing the discretization in time. However, a three-dimensional LB equation capable of handling°uids in arbitrary geometries, has not been achieved yet. The study of°uids in very complicated geometries, where noninertial forces play a major role, and where due to the symmetry of the system the choice of an appropriate coordinate system may signi¯cantly facilitate the formulation and implementation of the boundary conditions, poses in general a formidable task.
In this paper, we develop a LB model to simulate°uid dynamics in general geometries, and, additionally, we calculate the critical Reynolds number for the onset of the Taylor-Couette instability in the case of two concentric rotating tori.
Model Description
In order to adapt the LB scheme to general geometries, the metric tensor g ij and the Christo®el symbols À i kj need to be included in the model. The corresponding hydrodynamic equations are obtained by replacing the partial derivatives by covariant ones, in both the mass continuity and the momentum conservation equations. The hydrodynamic equations are read as follows:
where the notation ;i denotes the covariant derivative with respect to spatial component i. The energy tensor T ij is given by
;l Þ, where P is the hydrostatic pressure, u i is the ith contravariant component of the velocity, g ij is the contravariant metric tensor, is the density of the°uid and is the dynamic shear viscosity.
The LB model for generalized geometries is constructed with a cell con¯guration that supports the expansion up to third-order in Hermite polynomials. We have chosen the D3Q41 con¯guration proposed by Chikatamarla and Karlin, 16 since it corresponds to the minimum con¯guration in three dimensions that supports thirdorder isotropy, as well as a H-theorem for future entropic extensions 17, 18 of the present work.
In the following, we use the notation c i to denote the ith component of the lattice speed vector number . In order to appreciate the physical meaning of the discrete velocity vectors, let us consider the contravariant coordinate system ðx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 Þ, corresponding to lattice cubic cells of volume x 1 Â x 2 Â x 3 . The corresponding velocities are ðdx 1 =dt; dx 2 =dt; dx 3 =dtÞ. For instance, in cylindrical coordinates ðr; ; zÞ, the respective lattice cell has a volume r Â Â z and the velocity vectors are ðdr=dt; d=dt; dz=dtÞ.
The discrete Boltzmann equation for our model takes the form,
where F is the forcing term, which contains the Christo®el symbols and f eq is the discrete form of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The relevant physical information about the°uid and the geometry of the system is contained in these two terms which are,
and
where the weights w are de¯ned as, w ð0;0;0Þ ¼ , and kl is the Kronecker delta. In the presence of an external force F ext , this simply extends to
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The macroscopic variables are obtained with the relations, 0 ¼
, where, ¼ 0 ffiffi ffi g p , which reintroduce the integration measure. The expanded equilibrium distribution, Eq. (2), recovers up to third-order the moments of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, being enough to study classical hydrodynamics (including the viscous tensor). 16 However, for more complex°uids, e.g. relativistic and quantum°uids, this requirement may be di®erent. [20] [21] [22] Note that, since the contravariant components of the microscopic velocity vectors are free from space-dependent metric factors, they lend themselves to the standard LB discretization of velocity space, i.e. use of cubic lattices and exact streaming rules are still valid, and does not require the overhead of a complex spatial discretization of the manifold as used in Ref. 15 . All the metric and inertial information is conveyed into the generalized local equilibria and forcing term, respectively. These features are key to the LB formulation in general coordinates. The shear viscosity of the°uid can be calculated as ¼ ð À 1=2Þc 2 s t. In this way, one can calculate the°uid motion in spaces having arbitrary local curvatures.
Validation and Results
To provide numerical validation of our model, we study the Taylor-Couette instability, which develops between two concentric rotating cylinders. We calculate the critical Reynolds number, Re c , which characterizes the transition between stable Couette°ow and Taylor vortex°ow. To this purpose, we use the metric tensor for cylindrical coordinates ðr; ; zÞ, where r is the radial coordinate, is the azimuthal angle and z is the axial coordinate. Thus, the nonvanishing Christo®el symbols for this metric are given by À r ¼ Àr, and À r ¼ À r ¼ 1=r. In our system, the inner cylinder has radius a and the outer one radius b. We performed several simulations, by varying the Reynolds number for di®erent aspect ratios ¼ a=b. The Reynolds number, assuming that the outer cylinder is¯xed, can be de¯ned as Re ¼ ða=Þd=dt where d=dt is the angular speed of the inner cylinder and ¼ b À a. The inner radius a is always set to a ¼ 1, and for a given value of , the outer radius b and are calculated. In order to vary Re, at¯xed , we change the angular velocity of the inner cylinder. For this simulation, we use a rectangular lattice of 128 Â 1 Â 256 cells and choose ¼ 1 (all values are written in numerical units). We use periodic boundary conditions in the and z coordinates and¯xed boundary conditions in the r coordinate. Note that due to the symmetry of the problem, the simulations are e®ectively two-dimensional. We simulate 10 5 times steps in 176 min, using one core on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Quad CPU Q9650 at 3.00 GHz.
In Fig. 1 , we report the critical Reynolds number as a function of , as predicted by the simulation and compared with the theoretical values from Ref. 23 ,¯nding excellent agreement. In Fig. 1 , we observe the radial and axial components of the velocity. Note that, as expected from the theory, the axial wave length of the convection rolls is twice the distance between the cylinders, . To model the Taylor-Couette vortices at higher Reynolds numbers, we use a lattice of 128 Â 1 Â 512 cells, and we set d=dt ¼ 1, ¼ 0:128, a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 1:128, obtaining a Reynolds number of Re $ 700. Figure 2(a) illustrates the vortices associated with this conguration. Note that at this Reynolds number, the vortices start to become asymmetric and upon waiting su±ciently long, the system becomes unstable. For the case of two rotating spheres, we consider the inner sphere with radius a and the outer one with radius b. We use the coordinate system of the sphere ðr; ; Þ, being r the radial, the azimuthal and the polar coordinates. The Christo®el symbols can be calculated from the metric tensor by using di®erential geometry relations. Note that our simulation region does not include the poles because there, the determinant of the metric tensor becomes zero and therefore it is not possible to calculate its inverse. To solve this, we simulate the region 2 ð=6; 5=6Þ. We set ¼ 0:8 and use a lattice of size 32 Â 1 Â 384. In order to vary the Reynolds number, we change the azimuthal velocity d=dt. The boundary conditions have been chosen periodic for , and¯xed for r and . In Fig. 1 Fig. 2(b) , we can also observe the radial and polar components of the velocity, and see that there are two small vortices located at the equator and two big ones at high and low latitudes. We have also measured the torque coe±cient de¯ned by,
where r is the shear stress tensor, which in the context of lattice kinetic theory can be calculated by,
The torque coe±cient is then computed via the following relation
In Fig. 3 , we show the comparison between our results, the theory for Re ! 0 and the experiments. 24, 25 For the experimental data, we have used the¯tting curve given in Ref. 25 . We¯nd reasonable agreement with the experiments. The small discrepancy can be due to the approximation taken in Eq. (5) and the small lattice resolution used for the radial coordinate.
In order to study the Taylor-Couette instability for the case of two concentric rotating tori, which to our knowledge has never been explored before, we use a lattice size of 64 Â 128 Â 64 cells in the orthogonal coordinate system of the torus, ðr; u; vÞ, being r the radial, u the axial and v the tangential coordinates. The Christo®el symbols and the components of the metric tensor can be readily calculated from di®erential geometry relations. The major radius of the tori has been taken as 4 and the relaxation time ¼ 1, in numerical units. The other parameters are the same as in the previous simulations, and to vary the Reynolds number, we change the tangential velocity dv=dt. In this case, a and b are the minor radii of the inner and outer tori, respectively. We use periodic boundary conditions for the coordinates u and v, and¯xed boundaries for r. Figure 2(c) illustrates the vortices of the instability generated by the inertial forces, and we observe that, in analogy with the cylindrical case, there are vortices and oscillations in the axial component of the velocity (analogous to the z component of the cylinder, see Fig. 2(a) ). In addition, the critical Reynolds numbers for di®erent con¯gurations can be observed in Fig. 1 , showing values around 10% larger than for the case of cylinders.
Convergence study
To check the convergence of the model, we simulate the Poiseuille pro¯le for the velocity on a two-dimensional ring. For this purpose, we use the metric tensor in polar coordinates, where r is the radial coordinate, is the azimuthal angle and z is the axial coordinate.
Our system consists of a two-dimensional ring with inner radius a and outer one b. On this ring, we impose a constant force f a in the -direction. For the simulation we choose ¼ 0:6. The forcing term f a is set to 0.05. All numbers are expressed in numerical units. The inner radius of the ring is taken as a ¼ 1:0 and the outer radius as b ¼ 1:064. We have taken periodic boundary conditions in the direction and z, and free boundary conditions at r ¼ 1:0 and r ¼ 1:064.
To obtain a quantitative measure of the convergence, we use the Richardson extrapolation method. 26, 27 In this method, given any quantity AðxÞ that depends on the mesh spacing x, we can make an estimation of order n of the exact solution A Lattice kinetic scheme for generalized coordinates and curved spaces 1441001-7 by using
with errors Oðx nþ1 Þ of order n þ 1. Thus the relative error between the value AðxÞ and the \exact" solution A can be calculated by
In our case, the quantity A is the°uid density , when the°uid reaches the steady state, and we set up n ¼ 2. Indeed, the relative error with respect to the \exact solution" decreases rapidly with increasing grid resolution (see Fig. 4 ) and we can see that the present scheme exhibits a near second-order convergence. This is basically in line with the convergence properties of classical LB schemes.
Conclusions
Summarizing, we have developed a new LB model to simulate°uid dynamics in general non-cartesian geometries. The model has been validated on the TaylorCouette instability for the case of two concentric rotating cylinders. In our case, inner cylinder is rotating with a certain speed and the outer one is¯xed, obtaining vortices and the critical Reynolds number for the onset of the instability for several con¯g-urations, in excellent agreement with the theory. In addition, we have also studied the case of the Taylor-Couette instability for the case of two concentric spheres, and found good agreement with experimental data. To extend our study to more unexplored general geometries, we studied the case of the Taylor-Couette instability in two concentric rotating tori,¯nding that the critical Reynolds number for the onset of the instability is larger than the one for the cylinder. In principle, one could generalize this, also to more complex geometries, e.g. parabolic, M€ obius band, trefoil knots, to name but a few.
By solving the Navier-Stokes equations in contravariant coordinates, which can be represented on a cubic lattice precisely in the format requested by the LB formulation, the present model opens up the possibility to study°uid dynamics in smooth manifolds by retaining the outstanding simplicity and computational e±-ciency of the standard LB method in cartesian coordinates.
Further extensions will be considered in future works, e.g. extensions to fermions and bosons 20 and tokamak geometry°ows. 28, 29 
